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It all began during the studies at the Institute of Art History, Jagiellonian University,
and then it continued at the Faculty of Painting of the Academy of Fine Arts in
Cracow. A compulsive hoarder, Szczypiński amassed an immense and constantly
growing collection of old postcards, banknotes, photographs, art catalogues, and
illustrated magazines. Among archival issues of Przekrój, Ty i Ja, and Architektura,
the collection features a true gem: copies of the German-language Catholic
periodical Stadt Gottes from the 1930s and 1940s, purchased at a fea market in the
artist’s hometown. Published by missionaries, the magazine addressed religious and
social themes. It stood out with its exquisite graphic design and an extraordinary
abundance of fgures, colour illustrations, reproductions, and even colour
photographs.

Stadt Gottes stirred Szczypiński’s fascination because of its graphic layer, numerous
reproductions of both high and low quality artworks, the magazine’s turbulent
history (during the war it was published in the Netherlands and later in Switzerland),
and its very language. Given his less-than-fuent command of German, the magazine
pages became a challenge that the artist decided to confront. Excerpts from texts,
often written in gothic font, extracted from the original source, are transformed into
collage components or titles of the pieces. Importantly, throughout his studies
Sczypiński heard the words “German is the prime language of art history” repeated
like a mantra. In turn, the origins of art history as an academic domain date back to
Göttingen in 1813 and bear connection to Aby Warburg, a Hamburg-born researcher
and visionary, but also a long-term psychiatric patient. Warburg created the
inscrutable, unfnished and constantly inspirational work Mnemosyne Atlas – several
dozen photographic panels with fragments of artworks connected with a mysterious
iconographic thread.

Following the path trailblazed by Warburg, Mateusz Szczypiński constantly evokes in
his work the masterpieces that he once encountered in art history lectures. These
are the building blocks of what he calls his personal museum, founded on mixed
chronologies and orders. His latest cycle The Museum is exactly such a mix, which
also conveys the artist’s own personal take on collage, understood by Szczypiński in
terms of interlacing various motifs and aesthetic realms, also within the uniform
medium of painting. The titles of his pieces are derived from Stadt Gottes – their
sense is sometimes dificult to decipher, thus evoking the unfathomability of Aby
Warburg’s Mnemosyne Atlas. The Museum is a journey through the labyrinths of art
history and canons of painting, in which individual paths, although branching in
diferent directions, lead to a common point – to the pursuit of a common meaning in
the vastness of iconographic matter.


